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About This Game

Storyline:
You wake up and find you have no idea where you are. Worse, you barely remember anything about the recent past. The only
thing you're holding on to is your son's voice, crying for you helplessly, and your wife screaming she loves you, but you can't

recall what was happening during that time. Ahead of you is a dirt path, so you follow it. You walk right into a village. You look
around and inquire if anyone can help you, but no one is interested in assisting unless you have copper to pay them in return.

You go and talk to the ammunition dealer, and he makes you a deal. If you can complete a series of risky quests for him, he will
pay you for them individually. Along with taking the time to collect copper, and maybe complete some daring quests, you set

out on your journey to look for your wife and son.

How far are you willing to push yourself to regain your memories of what happened?

Features:

multiple weapons to choose from

free to roam map areas

buying, selling and trading with villagers in the marketplace
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zombies! (a.k.a ghouls) - beware the outer walls of the village

quest choices

bounties

trading cards, badges, backgrounds, emoticons

There are even more exciting features in the game for you to discover! We are also interested to hear what the community
would like to see implemented in future updates!

More Info:
Project RPG is mainly an open world role-playing game, but it also consists of many different genres; horror, action, storytelling
and mystery. We wanted to ensure the game has a little something for a wide variety of players. The quests, depending on how
you choose to play the game, will vary from being guided with help to find your family, to being left to find out where to go on

your own, to how much of the game you view before completion. There are many sites for you to explore, for example the
ghoul-infested asylum. Also, the bonuses (weapons, unlocked doors, etc.) you receive after the quest, will be determined by the

choice of quest and which villager assigned it.
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Title: Project RPG Remastered
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Acuze Interactives
Publisher:
Displacement Studios
Release Date: 10 Jan, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8 or 10

Processor: 2.5 Ghz or faster processor (Intel) / 3.5 Ghz or faster processor (AMD)

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB RAM / Widescreen

Storage: 1500 MB available space

Sound Card: optional

Additional Notes: These specifications might cause a slow loading time.

English
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project rpg remastered

This game is utter♥♥♥♥♥♥

First of all, there is no options in main menu, so you have to change your preferences in-game. Also, there are no RPG
elemental for typical tools as map, inventory or other things.

The story is about you waking up outside a mexican look-alike town, and you are trying to find your wife and child(ren?). The
idea behind it is maybe accepting, but for getting inside, you've to find a key to open. Really, why? Are the inhabitants afraid of
foreigners like you? Funny thing is, the inhabitants look exactly the same, either barbarians from generic RPG game or half-
cute female ninjas.

What's the concept behind the RPG game, you might think? Well, consider the anime show GATE, where medieval meets
modern warfare. Well, that's just about it. The quest system is ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ as the voice acting is in Guise Of The Wolf,
almost worse. Why? Because there's no voice acting at all in this game, you've to read what's happening so it might happen you
miss you've a quest to complete. In other words, to do things, you MUST COMPLETE ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ quests such as "find my
bow and I'll let you through".

Any good about the game. Well, I found a sniper rifle and killed all of the inhabitants, they deserved it for living in a horribly
made game by any producer "using RPG maker".

Really, if you want to play at least decent RPG game, do yourself a favor and play Dragon Age, Fallout New Vegas or The
Witcher series. This game is♥♥♥♥♥♥tier work.
. template: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OpnQdLxAMJI. this game is♥♥♥♥♥♥shit. nuff said. This game is
utter♥♥♥♥♥♥

First of all, there is no options in main menu, so you have to change your preferences in-game. Also, there are no RPG
elemental for typical tools as map, inventory or other things.

The story is about you waking up outside a mexican look-alike town, and you are trying to find your wife and child(ren?). The
idea behind it is maybe accepting, but for getting inside, you've to find a key to open. Really, why? Are the inhabitants afraid of
foreigners like you? Funny thing is, the inhabitants look exactly the same, either barbarians from generic RPG game or half-
cute female ninjas.

What's the concept behind the RPG game, you might think? Well, consider the anime show GATE, where medieval meets
modern warfare. Well, that's just about it. The quest system is ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ as the voice acting is in Guise Of The Wolf,
almost worse. Why? Because there's no voice acting at all in this game, you've to read what's happening so it might happen you
miss you've a quest to complete. In other words, to do things, you MUST COMPLETE ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ quests such as "find my
bow and I'll let you through".

Any good about the game. Well, I found a sniper rifle and killed all of the inhabitants, they deserved it for living in a horribly
made game by any producer "using RPG maker".

Really, if you want to play at least decent RPG game, do yourself a favor and play Dragon Age, Fallout New Vegas or The
Witcher series. This game is♥♥♥♥♥♥tier work.
. Another poorly made game with RPGmaker, Indie developers should really be code tested before giving them the permission
to make games, garbage like this should be a punishable crime!
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Its unbelievable how often it crashes. The wrong combination of mouse clicks and buttons pressed and .. bam crash. For
example if I press left and right click in loading screen it crashes. I have i9 9900k and NVME SSD Drive and it takes A LOT to
load. Almost 2 minutes. For that level of detail it should load instantly. When I go to the "village" the people actually have the
animation of walking and dont move at all. I payed 0.79 ponds and I still feel ripped off.. i dont understand why everyone hates
this game. yes, the game is extremely bright and blinding but who cares. im glad i got a pc instead of xbox 360 because i
wouldnt have been able to play this :)))))). What is here is a bare minimum playtest, nothing more. This is a cynical cashgrab,
and the developer should feel bad, because they are indeed bad people.. this game so ♥♥♥♥ing sucks what the ♥♥♥♥.. It's sad
when the only good part about a game are the trading cards. Except that, the game is pure garbage,it looks unfinished.. Absolute
Garbage,Poor Gameplay, Very poor AI system.. Poderia ter usado esses dois reais pra enfiar no meu cu. Why is this on Steam?.
Imagine your favorite RPG...now imagine the exact opposite....there you go.
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